Dear Kathy

Please find attached herewith the excerpts of the program on Aug 20th, Heart of Mind. Maybe you could put it up on the website.

Thanks
Best regards
Dr Rakesh Kumar

Heart Of Mind, August 20th 2012, 1 pm to 2 pm, Wbai radio 99.5F.M.

Dr Rakesh Kumar is an Astro Scientist, a Vedic Astrologer, an Ayurvedic healer, an author and he has many other credentials to his name. Dr Rakesh Kumar gives us some Astrological insights into the US elections and discusses the horoscopes of President Barack Obama, Mitt Romney, Paul Ryan, Hillary Clinton and the destiny of America.

The elections are around the corner and let's see what the stars foretell about our President, and the other contestants. These astrological calculations and predictions are as per the Vedic Astrology almanac and not western system of calculations or predictions.

And before I go about describing the horoscopes of the President and other contenders, let me tell you that whatever I say is strictly what I foresee astrologically. I neither support anyone nor am I against anyone. I will just say what the stars foretell.

President Barack Obama was born on 8/4/1961 in Honolulu, Hawaii. He has Saturn and Jupiter in Capricorn, Ketu in Aquarius, Moon in Taurus, Venus in Gemini, Sun and Mercury in Cancer, Mars and Rahu in Leo, and with effect from July this year, he began his major period of Saturn.

Now the times of birth of people are not known and therefore I have been making the predictions judging from the Moon signs and other planets placed from the Moon. On basis of my study, on 17th June 2008 I had predicted that Barack Obama would be the next president of America. In October 2008 I had also predicted about a great economic crises to come which would last for 3 to 4 years. Since the last 3 years or so, America has been going through a bad Saturn transit which just got over. Unfortunately President Barack Obama had to bear the brunt of this crisis. 10 of the best Presidents and Prime ministers of the world could not have averted this crisis because it was destined for America.
Jupiter has entered in Taurus and between now and June next year President Barack Obama would get some sunshine in his life and luck would favor him. He is not a bad man; he is just in difficult times. He should take care of his health as he may suffer from nervous exhaustion and palpitations. He may have some concerns about his parents and children and may have to travel for some situation. Saturn is a hard taskmaster, but does give the deserved success after some spiritual learning and dedication.

Now let’s see the charts of the other people. Joe Biden was born on November 20th 1942 in Scranton. He was born with Moon in Aries, Jupiter in Cancer, Mars and Mercury in Libra and Sun and Venus in Scorpio with Saturn in Taurus. Joe Biden will be going through some stress and strain for the next 2 years. Things don’t look so great for him health wise also. But since he is in the major period of a powerful Jupiter, he may be able to sustain this period.

Hillary Clinton was born on October 26th 1947 in Chicago. Her Moon is in Aquarius, Sun, Venus and Mercury in Libra, Jupiter and Ketu in Scorpio, and Mars and Saturn in Cancer.

I had predicted earlier that she would lose against Barack Obama. Her chart does not show that she would become the president. Her planets show that she may have some health issues which may bother her within the next couple of years. She may have to take off from her office. There may be some sort of danger to her. Even her husband Bill Clinton may suffer from some heart problems and also with kidneys, urinary tract etc. Not a good time for the Clintons. But after June 2013, she may get some recognition and some of her daughter may also become popular and may join politics.

Michelle Obama also has Moon in Aquarius. She has a very strong Jupiter, strong Saturn and also a very strong Mars. She will somehow get into some strong position and may be a force to reckon with. Her chart also shows that her husband will have a successful time now, but she may have some stomach or reproductive system related problems and may need surgery or medical attention. There may also be some concerns about her children.

This finishes the horoscopes of the ruling party. Now let’s see the opposition!

Mitt Romney was born on March 12th 1947 in Detroit. He was born with Moon in Scorpio, which is in debilitation, with Jupiter and Ketu also there. He has Mars, Sun and Mercury in Aquarius and Saturn in Cancer with Venus in opposition in Capricorn. He also has Rahu in Taurus. The planets indicate that he may be aggressive, short tempered, controlling and dominating. Mars and Sun in Aquarius shows big ego and Ketu with Moon in Scorpio shows little tolerance and easily irritated nature. These kinds of people are good orators and like to have commanding positions in life, but are not happy to listen to other people. The planets are too volatile for harmony and peace and create rifts with the people he works with. Ego and anger are the worst enemies of man. These planets may also affect his health and he should take care of his blood pressure and cardiovascular system. He may even complain of headaches or respiratory problems.

Mitt Romney started his Seven and a half year cycle of Saturn with effect from August 4th 2012 which will go on for a long time. These kinds of planetary positions and the Saturn cycle do not indicate that Mitt Romney will win the Presidential race.

Now let’s see the horoscope of Vice President Candidate Paul Ryan.
Paul Ryan was born on January 29th 1970, in Janesville, Wisconsin. Paul Ryan was born with Moon and Jupiter in Libra, with Saturn opposite in Aries in debilitation. He has Sun and Venus in conjunction in Capricorn, Mercury in Sagittarius, Mars in Pisces and Rahu in Aquarius and Ketu in Leo. He is presently in the major period of Saturn, and also in the peak of the Seven and a half year cycle of Saturn.

Moon and Jupiter in Libra and Sun and Venus together makes him popular and gives him some recognition. He got into limelight due to the influence of Jupiter on his natal Sun and Venus. No wonder he is wooing people with his charisma and flamboyance. But he is neither Paul Newman, nor Ryan O Neill. Plus the Sun-Venus conjunction in Capricorn shows that he may have some sensual appetites which would rather not become public.

The sub period of mercury is also good for him but the sub period of Ketu starts in November. That may suddenly throw in a spanner and disrupt things. With the Seven and a Half year Cycle of Saturn in operation, and his natal Saturn aspecting his Natal Sun and Venus, I think his success may be limited. Paul Ryan is in the losing team. He is in the wrong time and the wrong team.

Once again, I wish to make it clear that the readings are on basis of the birth information of all these people which I found online, and I do not have their time of birth. Therefore these predictions are based on the Moon signs. I will also remind the listeners that I am not being judgmental nor favoring or endorsing anyone. I only say what I see.

As per America’s horoscope, the worst is over. Only, until September 29th, the President has to be cautious not to get into any war situation. From 29th of September and until 8th of November this year, there may be a danger from some terrorist attacks, and/or some secret conspiracy that may endanger this country. I will go to the extent to give this as a forewarning to the FBI, the homeland security and also to the President of the USA.

If any listeners have any access to the Whitehouse, they may pass on this information. In the year 2005, I had predicted the London bomb blasts by terrorists, which happened in the time frame I had mentioned. There are also many other major predictions which I made came true. To read the summary of my predictions, you may log on to www.ishwarcenter.org and on the left hand side, you will see many links. One of them is a link in blue color, called Newsletters/Predictions. Click on that and you can read all my past predictions which all came true. They say forewarned is forearmed. Better safe than sorry.

The economy is going to pick up, but the government has to take some smart measures. Today the United States has a deficit of about 16 Trillion dollars. And yet, they are spending billions of dollars on sending rockets to space, billions on scientific experiments and wars and weaponry.

Now why would they keep spending billions of dollars by sending rockets into other planets when their own planet is at risk of destruction? Why do scientists have to keep spending billions of dollars to prove the big bang theory or finding the God particle? We knew God is present in every particle of creation from our scriptures. So why this huge waste of money?

Why don’t the scientists try to invent some ways to make it rain in dry desert lands? Why don’t the scientists invent some tricks that can multiply food and send that to poor and
starving countries? Or find ways to grow food in deserts of Africa and create water for the thirsty. Why don’t they try mixing Hydrogen and Oxygen in the air to make water instead of Hydrogen bombs? They still haven’t found cures for many diseases but refuse to accept any alternative healing system or alternative medicines? But billions of dollars are given to them to keep experimenting with their chemicals and weapons. They just want power. All these earthquakes and Tsunamis are happening because people have dug out everything out of earth. Oil, metals, ores, and oil – you name it. Greed of man is the cause of these natural disasters.

People of America don’t want muscles now, they want meals. They don’t want war, they want work. Americans want peace and prosperity. They believe in live and let live. Why should they pay for the folly of some silly leader who went on an expensive and useless war? Why create nuclear bombs that will destroy humanity? God created this beautiful world but man will destroy it because of greed, ego, hunger for power and religious hatred. Politicians Rob and the common men Sob.

So this financial crisis happened because of the Iraq war and a lot of other areas where the common man’s money is being wasted. If we want prosperity and happiness in the world, then the government should seriously stop wasting trillions of dollars on these scientific experiments and start with working on sustenance of human life.

The government has to make some changes in the policies. They should seriously made amends and come out with new policies or even make changes in the constitution to bounce back the economy. These presidential candidates use billions of dollars for their campaign and all they do is mud slinging. No one ever talk about how the economy can be recovered. No one talk of what plans or new policies they have in mind. All they do is accusing each other and bad mouthing each other. They act and fight like kids. No one is serious about this country. All they want is your money and your votes. That’s why I said-the politicians rob and the common men sob.

After all said and done, I think that the crisis is getting over soon. Who becomes the President does not matter. What matters is that the times have changed for this country and things are going to start looking up soon.

Dr Rakesh Kumar’s website is: www.ishwarcenter.org Phone number: 718-429-1892.

Or you may e mail him at : ishwarcenter@gmail.com.